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We show how to obtain sharp lower bounds on the asymptotic error of algo- 
rithms for solving nonlinear problems. This is done by establishing a close rela- 
tionship between the asymptotic and worst case settings. Optimal algorithms are 
obtained and optimal information is studied. We show that the initial value prob- 
lem for ordinary differential equations can be analyzed using these results; this 
apphcatton ~111 be presented m a future paper. o 1987 Academic press, IIK. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose we want to approximate an element S(f) forfE F, where S: F 
+ F2 is a (possibly) nonlinear operator, F is a closed subset of a Banach 
space F1 and F2 is a linear normed space. We assume that our knowledge 
aboutfis only partial. That is, instead of knowingf, we can only evaluate 
some information about J Such information consists of the values of 12 
functionals atf. A transformation based on this information, which gives 
an approximation to S(f) in F2, is called an algorithm. 
In many papers optimal algorithms for various problems S are analyzed 
in the worst case setting. In this setting, the error of an algorithm is 
measured for the worst element fbelonging to a certain subset of F, with 
fixed n. A general treatment of the worst case setting can be found in 
Traub and Woiniakowski (1980). For the worst case analysis of such 
problems as nonlinear equations or the initial value problem for ODES see 
Sikorski (1982) and Kacewicz (1982-1984). 
It is often desirable to consider the error of the algorithm for aJixed 
elementfand to investigate its behavior as 12 + + w. This setting is called 
asymptotic. Asymptotic results for specific algorithms are typical of those 
found in most textbooks on numerical mathematics. 
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Recently Trojan (1983) addressed the problem of optimal algorithms in 
the asymptotic setting, assuming that the problem S and functionals form- 
ing the information are linear. Neglecting some details, he shows that the 
best asymptotic speed of convergence is achieved by algorithms and in- 
formation which are optimal in the worst case setting. Thus, for linear S 
there is a close relationship between these two, at first sight very differ- 
ent, settings. 
Many practical problems lead to nonlinear operators S, which are not 
covered by Trojan (1983). Examples include the problems mentioned 
above such as solving nonlinear equations or ODES. In these cases, as- 
ymptotic error analysis is of a great interest. 
In the present paper we generalize the results of Trojan (1983) to the 
case of certain nonlinear operators S and nonlinear information. Our main 
result (Theorem 2.1) shows that the sequence of errors at fixedfcannot 
converge to zero essentially faster than the sequence of minimal worst 
case errors, except on a set of elementsfwith empty interior. This means 
that it is possible to get lower bounds on the error in the asymptotic 
setting using worst case results, which are easier to obtain. In a manner 
similar to that of Trojan (1983), we show in Section 3 that the spline 
algorithm enjoys optimal convergence properties. We also discuss opti- 
mal information. The best asymptotic speed of convergence is achieved, 
roughly speaking, by the almost-optimal worst case algorithm and infor- 
mation. Thus, once more a close link between the asymptotic and the 
(better-understood) worst case model is established. 
One of our motivations for studying the relationship between the two 
settings was to develop theoretical tools for studying algorithms for solv- 
ing ODES. The results of this paper hold for operators S satisfying as- 
sumptions stated in Sections 2 and 3. We show in Section 4 that these 
assumptions are satisfied for the nonlinear operator S defined by the 
solution of the initial value problem for ODES and for linear information. 
Hence, the asymptotic analysis of the error of algorithms for the IVP can 
be done using worst case analysis. This analysis will be presented in a 
future paper. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC ERRORFORNONLINEARPROBLEMS-ALOWER 
BOUND 
Many computational problems can be formulated as follows. Let F1 be 
a Banach space. Our aim is to find an approximation to the element S(f) 
for f E F, where F is a closed subset of F1 , 
S: F-, Fz (2.1) 
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is a continuous operator (in general nonlinear) and Fz is a normed linear 
space. An example of the operator (2.1) defined by the solution of an ODE 
is considered in Section 4. We construct a sequence of approximations to 
S(f) using some information aboutf. By information we mean an opera- 
tor (in general nonlinear) 
N: F--+ R”. (2.2) 
Thus, N(f) forf E F is given by the infinite sequence of real numbers 
mf) = u.df), L2U1, f . . 1 L,,(f), . . .I, (2.3) 
where Li: F+ R is a functional (in general nonlinear). The transformation 
N,: F+ R” (2.4) 
defined by the first n evaluations of w(f). 
N,(f) = [Mf-1, . . . , L,,(f)l, 
is called information with n eualuations. We assume that information (2.2) 
is smooth in the following sense. 
Foranyn= 1,2,. . . andfE F we assume that the set (2.5) 
{fi E F : N,(h) = N,(f)} is closed. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let F = F, and 
F(f) = [b(f), b(fi y,), . . . , L,,(f; yl, . . . , y ,,-, ), . . .], (2.6) 
where yi = L;(f; yl, ~2, . . . , yi-1) and I,;(*; yI . . . , yip1) is a continuous 
real linear functional. This well-known (see Traub and Woiniakowski, 
1980) linear adaptive information satisfies condition (2.5). We shall some- 
times use the notation 
Nn.,(-1 = [L(*), L2t.i YI), . . . 1 LA.; YI 7 . . . , .Y,,-IN 
to stress that the numbers yi are obtained fromf. n 
The sequence of transformations $J = {+,,}~=, , 
4, : N,(F) --, F2, (2.7) 
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is called an algorithm using information m. We seek sequences 
~~,W,(f)%=, h’ h w IC converge to S(f) as fast as possible for all f E F. 
The error of an algorithm 6 is defined as 
(2.8) 
In this section we prove that the sequence {en(N, 4, f)} cannot converge 
to zero (as n + + 00) essentially faster than a sequence {d(N, , f)} of local 
diameters of information N,, given by 
d(Nn, f) = supllXfd - s(f)(l (.f E 0, (2.9) 
the supremum taken over allfi E F such that (1 f, - f (1 5 I and N,,(J) = 
NJ f). We shall assume that the operator S and information R satisfy 
the following condition: 
(Al) There exists an increasing continuous function h*: [0, l] --, [0, 11, 
h*(O) = 0, such that for any f E F there exist a positive constant C(f) and 
an integer m(f) such that for any n 2 m(f) and any c E [O, I] we have 
supllS(f,) - S(f )I/ 2 h*(c) . C(f) . d(N, 2 f ), 
the supremum taken over allfi E F, llfi - fll % c, N,(h) = N,(f). 
Note that (Al) holds with h*(c) = c, and m(f) = C(f) = 1 for a linear 
operator S and linear information p defined on F = F, . Indeed, then we 
have 
sup IlS(f + h) - S(f)11 = sup IlShll = c . d(N,, f). (2.10) 
Ilhlb Ilhll- 
Nn(f+h)=N,,(f ) N,,.fih)=O 
In Section 4 we show that (Al) holds for linear adaptive N and a nonlinear 
ODE operator S. 
We now prove the main theorem of this paper, which is a generalization 
of the result obtained by Trojan (1983) for a linear operator S and linear 
adaptive information p. Throughout this paper we use the convention 
a 
-4 
+w for a > 0, 
o- 1 for a = 0. 
THEOREM 2. I. Let N be any information satisfying (2.5) and let & be 
any algorithm using p. If condition (Al) holds and d(N,, , f) < + 00 for f E 
F, n 2 m( f ), then for any positive sequence {a,,} converging to zero the 
set 
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-. 
has empty interior in F, Int A = 0, or equivalently F - A = F. 
Proof. Since the sequence {d(ZV, , f)}F=, is nonincreasing we can write 
.- - 
A = (fE F : d(N,,f) > 0, n = 1, 2, . . . , and l&mm 6efl($$!‘~) = 
Il. n, 01. 
Suppose on the contrary that the interior of A in F is nonempty for some -- 
N, $J = {+,,} and (6,). Then there exist fa E A and E E (0, I] such that the 
closed ball 
Kfo, ~1 = LfE F: Ilf-./ill 5 4 
is contained in A. We construct by induction a sequence {fi}r+ C 
mh, &I. 
Define the sequence cn such that 6, = /~*~((r,). The number un is well 
defined for sufficiently large n, en E (0, I] and (T, + 0. Since f. E A we 
have 
-- 
d(ZV,,fo) > 0 for Iz 2 1 and enW, 4, fo) nF~m h**(s”)d(N,, fo) = O* 
Due to continuity of S, there exists z. > 0 such that (IS(f) - S(fo)ll I f, 
whenever Ilf-foll 5 E~,~E F. 
There exists an integer no 2 m(fo) such that 
(4 IIWi) - 4+&%,ChNll 5 B * h*2(6J . 4K09 .f& 
(b) cm,, I min(so, &), 
(cl h*bn,) 5 wd. 
From condition (Al) we get that there existsfi E F, llfi - foil 5 CT,,, such 
that ~,,CfJ = N,,(h) and 
We see thatft E K(fo , E). Suppose we have constructed the sequences IZO 
<nl<. . . < m-1 andfo,h, . . . , fk E K(fo, E) such that 
/Ifi+ -fill I (!~)i+~ (i = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1) (2.11) 
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and 
Ilwd - wi-,)I( 2 9l**(u,,J * d(N,,&, fk-,) > 0. 
Since fj E A, we have d(N, , fk) > 0 for IZ 2 1 and 
IIWJ - Mwi))ll 
EE h**(uJ . d(iv,,fk) = O. 
Let E& > 0 be such that 
IIW) - W)ll 5 5llwk) - m-l)ll, 
whenever Ijf - fJ I &k, f E F. 
There exists an integer nk 2 max(m(&), nk-I + 1) such that 
(4 IlWiJ - 9,Wn,(h))ll 5 3h**(aJ . 4N,, , .fA 
(b) u,, ‘= mint&k, 5#i - fk-l(l), 
(cl h*(unp) 5 wi). 
From (Al) for f = fk, n = nk, c = unr and from the above point (c) we 
obtain an elementfk+l E F such that Ilfk+l --&II 5 a,, , N,Jfk+d = N,&hk), 
and 
IIs(fk+l) - s(fk)ll 2 ih**h,)@$,, , ji) > 0. (2.12) 
Since 
Ilh+* -hll 5 Q4lh -.ti-111 5 wk+‘, 
we have 
ThUS,&+l E K(fo, E) and, by induction, {fk}EXO C K(fO, E). For any k, p = 
1,2,. . . we have from (2.11) 
Ilh+p - fkll 5 2 (;)k+i 5 ; (3”. 
Thus, the sequence {fk} satisfies the Cauchy condition. Due to the com- 
pleteness of F1 and since F is closed, there existsf* E K(fO, E) such that 
f* = hm&+&. sinCef* E A then d(N,, ,f*) > 0 for n = 1, 2, . . . and 
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Ilw*) - dJnwn(f*))ll = o 
EE h**(a,)d(N,, f*) . 
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We now show two properties off *. 
First, we have by construction 
~r&i+,) = ~r&fi) (k, p = 0, 1, . . .). 
Letting p + +=J we obtain from (2.5) that 
Nl,(f*) = ~nkcfi) (k = 0, 1, . . .). (2.14) 
Next, we prove that 
Ilw*) - WJII 2 fllwi+d - wi)ll. (2.15) 
Indeed, since (Jfk+l -fkll 5 &k, we get 
Ils(h+d - s(.fi>lt 5 flls(h) - SC&,)I[, k = 1, 2, . . . . (2.16) 
Hence, for p = 1, 2, . . . 
Ilsch+P) - ‘(h)ll -> lIs(h+*) - s(.h)Jl - 2 ((S(fk+j) - S(fk+i-*)ll 
L (1 - 2 ($-‘) Ilwi+d - wall 2 ; Ilwi+,) - wdll. 
Then (2.15) follows from continuity of S. From (2.15), (2.14), (2.12), and 
the point (a) we have 
Ilw*) - 4dNl,(f*))ll 2 Ilw*) - wc)ll - llwi) - h$%,(f*))ll 
2 fliS(fk+I) - s<.fi>1/ - Ils<h> - $‘nk(j%zt(fk))lI 
z (f - i)h**(&~,)d(N,, , fk). (2.17) 
Finally, from assumption (Al) forf = f*, c = 4, and ilk 2 m(f*) we get 
1 1 
wn,, f*) 5 h*(t) qj-*) SUPllwl> - w-*)lL 
the supremum taken over all& E F, IIf, - f*ll 5 4, IV&,) = I,,. 
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Note that for such an element f, , 
and 
max(llf* - m llfl - hII> 5 IIf* - fkl( + llfi - f*ll z: 1, 
whenever Ilf* - fkll 5 &. Thus, 
whenever Ilf* - fkll I $, which yields 
(2.18) 
The inequality (2.17) together with (2.18) contradicts (2.13). Thus, the set 
A has empty interior in F, which completes the proof. n 
Theorem 2.1 states that for any smooth (in the sense of (2.5)) informa- 
tion N (in general nonlinear) and for any algorithm $ using N the se- -- 
quence of errors {e,(N, C#J, f)} cannot converge to zero essentially faster 
(up to arbitrarily slowly convergent sequence 6,) than the sequence of 
local diameters d(N, ,f), for “most” elementsffrom F. This holds when- 
ever the information N and the nonlinear operator S satisfy condition 
(Al). Thus, the values d(N, ,f) give asymptotic lower bounds on the error 
of an algorithm. 
An example showing that the sequence (6,) cannot be omitted in the 
formulation of the theorem even for linear S and N is given by Trojan 
(1983). 
3. OPTIMAL ALGORITHM AND OPTIMAL INFORMATION 
The results of this section are generalizations of corresponding results 
of Trojan (1983). We start with a discussion of the optimal algorithm. 
3.1. Optimal Algorithm 
Let N be information given by (2.3) such that (2.5) holds. We now find 
an algorithm $* using N such that 
-- em 7 4*, f) = 0(4Nn, j-1) as 12 9 +m, for anyfE F. 
Due to Theorem 2.1, this means that &* enjoys optimal convergence 
properties. Let f E F and p > 1. For simplicity we assume that p 5 2. 
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Take o E F such that 
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and 
The element o = u(N,,(f)) is called the p-spline. The algorithm $* = (4:) 
defined by 
dJ,*wnu-1) = S(u) (3.1) 
is called the p-spline algorithm. 
We now estimate the error of &* for operators S and information w 
satisfying the following condition: 
(A2) There exists a nondecreasing function H: R, + R+ such that for 
anyfE F there exist a real number C,(f) and an integer Z(f) such that 
for any n 2 Z?(f) and any c E [0, 3llflll we have 
sllpjlS(fi) - S(f)11 5 H(c)C,(f)d(N, 7 f)? 
the supremum taken over allfi E F, jJfi -fJI 5 c, N,(f)) = N,,(f). 
Note that due to (2.10) condition (A2) holds with H&) = c‘, C’,(f) = 
Z(f) = 1 for a linear operator S and linear information N defined on F = 
F1. In Section 4 we prove that this condition holds for a nonlinear ODE 
operator S and linear adaptive F. 
THEOREM 3. I. Zf (A2) and (2.5) hold for information F then 
for any f E F and n 2 E(f). 
Proof. From (3.1) we have 
en@, 5*,f> = IlKf) - Wdl 5 ~GX~I) - W)ll, 
the supremum taken over allf, E F, IIf, -fll 5 IIf-- u/I, N,(J) = N,(f). 
Since ljf - all I (1 + p)JJfJJ, (3.2) follows from condition (A2). w 
Theorem 3.1 states that for any smooth information N, the sequence of -- 
errors {e,,(N) b*,f)} of the p-spline algorithm converges to zero at least as 
fast as the sequence {d(N,, f)} of local diameters. This holds whenever 
condition (A2) is satisfied for S and @. Thus, the lower bound of Theorem 
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2.1 is sharp (modulo {an}) and the p-spline algorithm enjoys optimal 
convergence properties. 
3.2. Optimal Information 
We now turn to the problem of the optimal choice of functionals which 
define information (2.3). Let II be a given class of functionals. 
By 44, we denote the class of information operators 
whereL;EL,i= 1,2,. . . , n. The nth minimal diameter in the class M, 
is defined as 
0, f> = inf dWn, fh 
the infimum taken over all N,, E M,. The following result follows from 
Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let % be any information given by (2.3) satisfying (2.5) 
and such that N,, E M,, (n = 1,2, . . .). Let $ be any algorithm using H. 
If condition (Al) holds and d(N, , f) < + w for f E F, n 2 m(f) then for 
any positive sequence (6,) converging to zero the set -- 
e,W, +,f) 
E F : n!% &d(n, f) = 0) 
has empty interior in F. 
Thus, the nth minimal diameter d(n, f) is, roughly speaking, a lower -- 
bound on the error e,,(N) 4, f) of any algorithm 3 using any information 
Ncomposed of functionals from the class R, for “most” f E F. This holds 
whenever (Al) is satisfied. 
We now show information N* composed of functionals of II and an 
algorithm &* using #* for which (under certain conditions) we have 
e,(N*, $*, f) = O(d(n, f)) forf E F. Due to Theorem 3.2, this means that 
N * enjoys optimal convergence properties. We assume that d(n, f) > 0 
forfEFandn= 1,2,. . . . Furthermore, we assume that there exist 
information operators N,* E h4,, such that N,* is independent off and for 
any f E F there is a real number b,(f) for which 
dW,*,f) 5 h(fMhf) (n = 1, 2, . , .). (3.3) 
Let 
N;(f) = L%(f), . . . , Ln*,n(f)l 
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and define 
N*(f) = b%fh G.,(f), z,*(f), * * * 7 G,,(f), * * . 2 
Gdfh * . .I. (3.4) 
The theorem below follows from Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf(3.3) holds and information N* satisJies (2.5) and 
(A2), then for the p-spline algorithm $* using #* we have for f E F and 
sufjciently large n 
e,(N*, i$*,f> 5 H((1 + p)llfll)Cdf)h(f)d ([q]yf]. (3.5) 
For many problems d(n, f) is a polynomial in n-l and therefore 
d (191, f) = W&f)). (3.6) 
In this case information N* defined by (3.4) enjoys optimal convergence 
properties. This holds under assumption (3.3), provided that N* is 
smooth and satisfies (A2). Thus, the optimal information problem is 
solved here only in part. 
Remark. If d(n, f) = 0 for some f E F and n L no then information a* 
can be defined as in (3.4), provided that for such f the inequality (3.3) 
holds for n 2 no with the right-hand side (Y,,, where {a,} is an arbitrary 
positive nonincreasing sequence, lim CX,, = 0. Estimate (3.5) remains true 
for such f with the right-hand side H((1 + p)ll f 11) Cl(f)cq~n+l~~41. 
4. APPLICATION-THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM FOR ODE 
In this section we apply the results of Sections 2 and 3 to the operator S 
defined by the solution of the initial value problem for ODE. 
Let 
z'(x) =fk z(x)), x E 10, dl Cd > 01, 
z(O) = 7), 
(4.1) 
where the function f, f: [0, d] X Iw” ---, KP, belongs to a certain Banach 
space F, . 
We assume that f is continuous on [0, d] x [w” and satisfies the Lip- 
schitz condition 
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Ilfk YI) - fk ydlt 5 Lip(f)l(yl - ~211, x E IO, dl, yl, y2 E IfP, (4.2) 
where IIYII = 2 ly’l for Y = [Y’, yz, . . . , ~$1~. 
Putting S(f) = z, we define the nonlinear operator on F = F1 , 
S: F, -+ F2, (4.3) 
where F2 = C([O, d]) with the maximum norm. 
The results of Sections 2 and 3 remain true if the operator S is continu- 
ous and if assumptions (Al) and (A2) are satisfied. We first check assump- 
tions (Al) and (A2). 
Suppose that the following condition holds for a norm in FI : 
for any f E F1 and any R 2 0 there exists a real number D(f, R) 
such that if J]fr - flJ 5 R then Lip(fr) I D(f, R), for anyfr E F,. 
(4.4) 
Examples of norms satisfying (4.4) are given later. We now prove that 
condition (Al) holds for linear (not necessarily continuous) information r 
defined as in Example 2.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf (4.4) is satis-ed for a norm in FI and m is linear 
information then for any f E FI , c E [0, 11, and n = 1, 2, . . . we have 
sup IlS(f + h) - S(f)ll 2 h*(c) . W’) . dW,,> f), (4.5) 
llw- 
hQh)=O 
where h*(c) = c, C(f) = e-DK’)d/(l + D(f, l)d), i.e., (Al) holds. 
Proof. Let f, fi E F, and h = f - fi . Recall that ]]zll denotes the 
maximum norm in [0, d] of the solution z = S(f). Expressing the differ- 
ence z - zI (where zr = S(fr)) in the integral form and solving the resulting 
integral inequality we obtain 
llz - z,ll 5 eLipU’dd sup 
XEIO.JI 
11 j-I, h(t, z(t),dtll. 
On the other hand, one can prove that 
(4.6) 
]]z - z,]] 2 l/(1 + Lip(fi)d) sup 
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To prove (4.5) let ]]f, -fit I 1 and N,f(fr) = N&f). Putting& =f- ch 
for c E (0, l] we get from (4.6) and (4.7) 
1 
(Iz - z,(l 5 eLipUi)d- s~p 
(’ rElO.dl 
11 j-I ch(t, z(Wj 
I eLip(fijd f (1 + Lip(f2)d)llS(f- ch) - ~(f)lJ. 
Since (4.4) yields that Lip(J) I D(f, 1) (i = 1, 2), we have 
llz - z,l( 5 eDCf,ljd (1 + D(f, 1)d) f Il~(f-- ch) - KI?I. 
The conditions N,,Jch) = 0 and llchll 5 c yield (4.5). n 
We now prove that condition (A2) holds for linear information. 
LEMMA 4.2. If (4.4) is satisfied for a norm in FI and @ is linear 
information then for anyf E F,, c E [0, 3ljfll] and n = 1, 2, . . . , we 
have 
,p;, bW + h) - W)ll 5 fWCLfWWn, f), (4.8) 
N”,/(h)=0 
where H(c) = c and C,(f) = eD~31~II).d(l + D(f, l)d), i.e., (A2) holds. 
Proof. LetfE F1, N,f(h) = 0, and llhll 5 c. From (4.6) and (4.7) we 
get for c E (0, 3llflll 
IlS(f + h) - S(f)/1 I eLip’.(‘+“‘c’ c sup 
tElO.dl 
11 1,)’ ; h(t, z(t))drl~ 
5 eLip(r+h)d c (1 + Lip (f + i h) d)li S cf+ i h) - S(f)k 
From (4.4) and (I(llc)h(l 5 1 we have that 
LMf + h) 5 Nf, 3llfll) and Lip (f + f h) I D(f, !). 
The condition N,f((llc)h) = 0 yields (4.8). n 
We now show two examples of the Banach spaces F1 for which condi- 
tion (4.4) holds and S is a continuous operator. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Let-~<p,<pZ<+~andF1={fEC(~)(R):f(y)= 
0 for y E (~1, pi)}, where an integer r 2 1. Consider scalar autonomous 
equations for f E F, , 
z’(x) = f(z(-a, x E [O, 4 
z(0) = 7). 
Define a norm in F, , 
llfll = llf% = max I.P(y)(. 
YWl m) 
Then F, is a Banach space. We show (4.4). If llfi - fll = llfI*’ --f(~ll~ I R 
then 
Ilf; - f’llm 5 r+)r-’ . R. 
Thus, 
Lip(h) = IIf& 5 rF)‘-’ CR + llfll>, 
which proves (4.4). 
To show continuity of S we note that due to (4.6) 
INf) - Wt)ll 5 eLipthJd ,g~, 1 1,; (f(z(t)) - fi(z(t))) dti, 
where z = S(f). Using (4.4) with R = 1 we get 
IIW) - WJll 5 eD(f,‘)d dllf - f&, 
whenever IJf, -f/l I 1. Since 
Ilf - flllm 5 pjq Ilf - fill, 
continuity of S is proven, 
Note that these results remain true if a right-hand sidefin (4.1) belongs 
to a Banach space Fj defined as 
F’s = {g : g(x, YI , . . . , Y,> = Lf(~l), ,o, . . . , glT, f E Fd, 
s-l 
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where s r 1, with the norm llgll = /If(‘)I Therefore, the results of Section 
2 and 3 can be applied to Banach spaces F1 and 8’;. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let D C Rs+’ be a bounded open convex set and F, = 
{fi LIP+’ + [w” :fE C”)(D),fis continuous on R”+’ andf(y) = 0 fory E D}, 
where r 2 1. Define a norm for f E F, , 
where y = [yO, . . . , yJT and the second summation is taken over all 
nonnegative integers (kO, kl, . . . , k,) with k0 + ki + . . . + k, = k. Then 
FI is a Banach space. 
Since 
hU) = C SUP II a-(Y) a$ . . . ay$ II 9 
Y- 
the summation taken over all k. + . . . + k, = 1, the condition (4.4) holds 
withD(f,R) = R + Ilfll. C on t inuity of S follows from (4.6), (4.4), and the 
inequality llfllm 5 Ilfll. Therefore, the results of Sections 2 and 3 can be 
applied to FI . 
We comment on these examples. For the ordinary differential equa- 
tions considered here and for “most” f the local diameter d(N, , f) (with 
d(N, , f) < + 00) is an asymptotic lower bound (up to arbitrarily slowly -- 
convergent to zero sequence {an}) on the error e&V, 6, f) of any algo- 
rithm $ using any linear continuous information p (see Theorem 2.1). 
Due to Theorem 3.1 the p-spline algorithm using w has an error of order 
d(N,, f); i.e., it has optimal convergence properties. Furthermore, the 
considerations concerning optimal information (Theorem 3.3) remain true 
for spaces off given in the examples above. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The local diameter d(N,, , f) plays an important role in the worst-case 
setting. In this setting the error of an algorithm & given by (2.7) is defined 
as 
44,, f) = su~l(Wd - M~nCf>)il Cf E Fh (5.1) 
the supremum taken over allf, E F, llf, - fll 5 1, Nn(fi) = Nn(f) (see 
Traub and Woiniakowski, 1980). Thus, for a fixed number n of evalua- 
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tions, the error is measured for the “worst” function from the unit ball 
around f, having the same information as J? Compare (5.1) to the error 
(2.8) in the asymptotic setting. We have 
for any algorithm r$,, using N, . Hence, we can obtain a lower bound on the 
worst case error of an arbitrary algorithm by means of the local diameter 
d(N,, f). The results of this paper show that the local diameter has the 
same important role in the asymptotic setting. 
In Kacewicz (1982,1983) we prove for equations from Example 4.1 that 
the value supl~+~ d(N,, , f) cannot be essentially less than II-’ for informa- 
tion N, consisting of n values off and its derivatives. Furthermore, it 
cannot be less than n-(‘+l) for information consisting of n arbitrary linear 
functionals. The same lower bounds can be proven on d(N, , f) and, due -- 
to the results of this paper, on the error e,,(N) $,f). This will be a topic of 
a future paper. 
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